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ABSTRACT

Rather than a single and continuous boundary current outflow, long-term satellite observations reveal that the Oyashio Extension (OE) in the North Pacific Subarctic Gyre comprises two independent, northeast–southwest-slanted front systems. With a mean latitude along 40°N, the western OE front exists primarily west of 153°E and is a continuation of the subarctic gyre western boundary current. The eastern OE front, also appearing along 40°N, is located between 153° and 170°E, whose entity is disconnected from its western counterpart. During 1982–2016, both of the OE fronts exhibit prominent decadal fluctuations, although their signals show little contemporaneous correlation. An upper-ocean temperature budget analysis based on the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean, phase II (ECCO2), state estimate reveals that the advective temperature flux convergence plays a critical role in determining the low-frequency temperature changes relating to the OE fronts. Specifically, the western OE front variability is controlled by the decadal mesoscale eddy modulations in the upstream Kuroshio Extension (KE). An enhanced eddy activity increases the poleward heat transport and works to strengthen the western OE front. The eastern OE front variability, on the other hand, is dictated by both the meridional shift of the KE position and the circulation intensity change immediately north of the eastern OE. Different baroclinic adjustment speeds for the KE and OE are found to cause the in-phase changes between these latter two processes. Lack of contemporaneous correlation between the decadal western and eastern OE variability is found to be related to the interaction of the meridionally migrating KE jet with the Shatsky Rise near 159°E.

1. Introduction

The western boundary current (WBC) system in the midlatitude North Pacific is unique in the sense that the Kuroshio and Oyashio Extensions of the wind-driven subtropical and subpolar gyres flow approximately parallel east of Japan over a distance greater than 3000 km [comprehensive reviews of these two WBC extensions can be found in Qiu (2001), Yasuda (2003), and Kida et al. (2015)]. Despite their proximity over such a long distance, studies of the low-frequency variability of the Kuroshio and Oyashio Extensions have largely proceeded independently in the past because these two WBC extensions possess very different dynamical properties.

Being an intense baroclinic inertial jet, the Kuroshio Extension (KE) variability is reflected strongly in the time-varying sea surface height (SSH) field, making it easy to be detected and examined by satellite altimetry measurements. Figure 1a shows the mean SSH map in the northwestern Pacific Ocean wherein the eastward-flowing KE
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While weak in SSH expressions, the OE is accompanied by intense sea surface temperature (SST) and salinity fronts. Rather than a single and spatially contiguous front and eastward current, Fig. 1c indicates that the OE along the latitude band of 38°–43°N comprises two quasi-permanent and northeast–southwest-oriented SST fronts. The western OE front (OE-west) appears between 145° and 153°E and is a continuation of the wind-driven Oyashio that flows southward along the Kuril Islands and Hokkaido (Kawai 1972). The eastern OE front (OE-east) exists between 153° and 173°E and is sometimes referred to as the Subarctic Boundary (SAB; e.g., Favorite et al. 1976). Notice that though weak in intensity, these two northeast–southwest-oriented OE SST fronts are accompanied by the locally enhanced, time-mean surface flows as discernible in Fig. 1a. Such time-mean flow features have been previously noted by Isoguchi et al. (2006) in their study of the surface OE.

A look at the SST gradient variance map in the region (Fig. 1d) reveals that the two OE fronts have their respective, locally enhanced variations. An empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis focusing on the nonseasonal maximum SST gradients in the western versus eastern OE regions (i.e., 141°–153°E vs 153°–173°E) indicates that the two OE fronts exhibit different interannual and longer time-scale variations (Fig. 2). In fact, the linear correlation between the principal component (PC) of the first EOF modes associated with the western and eastern OE fronts

---

1 Our EOF analysis follows that conducted by Frankignoul et al. (2011), and its details are provided in section 3.
is $-0.09$ (cf. Figs. 2b and 2c, respectively). As such, distinction is needed in exploring the OE variability between its western versus eastern SST fronts.

Owing to its broader extension in parallel to the overlying storm tracks of the extratropical North Pacific (Nakamura et al. 2004), the eastern OE front has been the main focus in previous studies of the OE variability in connection to the midlatitude ocean–atmosphere interaction. Indeed, the mode-1 PC time series shown in Fig. 2c reproduces the OE index introduced by Frankignoul et al. (2011, hereafter FSKA11) to capture the low-frequency OE-east variability. Through maintaining the lower-tropospheric baroclinicity and anchoring the extratropical storm tracks, changes in the OE-east have been demonstrated by many investigators to affect the Pacific-basin time-mean and time-varying atmospheric circulation (e.g., Nakamura et al. 2008; Taguchi et al. 2009, 2012; Kwon et al. 2010; FSKA11; Kwon and Joyce 2013; O’Reilly and Czaja 2015; Smirnov et al. 2015; Masunaga et al. 2016; Ma et al. 2016; Révelard et al. 2016).

In comparison to the extensive exploration of the impact of OE variability upon the overlying atmosphere, our understanding about the causes that generate the OE variability remains limited. Using both ship and satellite SST measurements of 1982–96, Nakamura and Kazmin (2003) detected a decadal intensification of the OE front during the period of 1988–94. They attributed this frontal intensification to the combined surface net heat flux and Ekman flux convergence forcing. Based on lead–lag regression analysis, Nonaka et al. (2008) found that the Oyashio variability west of 152.5°E (i.e., the western OE front defined above) is generated by basin-scale wind stress curl and local Ekman pumping forcings via both baroclinic and barotropic Rossby wave propagations. The importance of the basin-scale wind forcing in shifting the OE front has also been emphasized previously by Seager et al. (2001), Schneider et al. (2002), Nonaka et al. (2006), and Kwon and Deser (2007). More recently, with the use of output from a 35-yr ocean general circulation model (OGCM) simulation, Pak et al. (2017) examined the upper-ocean temperature variations in the KE–OE confluence region of 36°–42°N, 150°–165°E. They emphasized the importance of temperature advective fluxes in controlling the rate of temperature change and related the anomalous advective fluxes to the meridional shift of the OE front.

Because of the nonlinear nature of oceanic western boundary currents, an unconstrained OGCM forced by observed surface heat fluxes is not guaranteed to produce the observed SST and upper-ocean temperature content changes. For example, a recent study by Yang et al. (2017) shows that the global OGCM for the Earth Simulator (OFES) simulation, which has an eddy-resolving $\frac{1}{10}$° horizontal grid resolution, fails to capture the observed decadal modulations of mesoscale eddies in the KE–OE region, despite the fact that OFES reproduces well the large-scale KE variability on decadal time scales (Taguchi et al. 2007). Given the well-documented importance of mesoscale eddies in contributing to the mixed layer evolution and upper-ocean thermal structures in the KE and OE regions (e.g., Qiu and Chen 2006; Sugimoto and Hanawa 2011; Kouketsu et al. 2012; Oka et al. 2012), it is imperative to utilize a dynamically and thermodynamically consistent model output to elucidate the processes underlying the low-frequency changes of the OE fronts.

To meet this requirement, we use in this study the ocean state estimate from the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean, phase II (ECCO2). Since it is constructed in a dynamically and thermodynamically consistent way (see section 2) and produces favorably the mesoscale eddy modulations observed in the KE–OE region (Yang et al. 2017), the ECCO2 state estimate is uniquely suited to quantify the differing processes governing the western versus eastern OE front variations as shown in Figs. 2bc.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide a brief description about the ECCO2 state estimate and other observational datasets used in this
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**Fig. 2.** (a) Mean latitude position of maximum meridional SST gradient of OE west vs east of 153°E (blue vs red lines). Dashed blue and red lines denote the spatial structures of the first EOF mode west vs east of 153°E. Thin line denotes the monthly time series, and thick line denotes the time series after a Gaussian low-pass filtering that has half-power at 4 months. (c) As in (b), but for east of 153°E.
study. In section 3, the low-frequency OE variability is examined and its connections to the KE variability are explored. Section 4 investigates the processes that control the low-frequency variability of the OE fronts; differences between the western versus eastern OE front are contrasted. In section 5, we discuss the analysis results and attempt to establish a unified framework for understanding the interlinked KE and OE variability. A summary of the present study is given in section 6.

2. ECCO2 state estimate and observational data

The ECCO2 model is based on the Massachusetts Institute of Technology General Circulation Model (MITgcm; Marshall et al. 1997), a three-dimensional, z-level, hydrostatic and Boussinesq global ocean model. It uses a cubed-sphere grid projection (cube92 version) with a mean horizontal resolution of 18 km. In the vertical, the model has 50 levels, with resolution varying from 10 m near the sea surface to 456 m near the ocean bottom at a maximum depth of 6150 m. The eddy-permitting ocean state estimate is obtained by a least squares fit of the MITgcm to available satellite and in situ data. Using a Green’s function approach (Menemenlis et al. 2005), the least squares fit is employed for a number of control parameters of the model: the initial temperature–salinity conditions, surface boundary conditions, background eddy viscosity and diffusivity, and bottom drag. Using the optimized control parameters, the model is run forward unconstrained as in other prognostic model simulations. Since no observational data are inserted in the forward integration, the ECCO2 state estimate is regarded to be dynamically and thermodynamically consistent (Wunsch et al. 2009). The ECCO2 state estimate has been used in the past to diagnose the eddy–mean flow interaction energetics in different parts of the world oceans (e.g., Fu 2009; Chen et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2017). For this study, we use the 3-day-averaged output of the ECCO2 state estimate from 1992 to 2016.

Two observational datasets are used in this study to complement the ECCO2 state estimate analysis in the region of our interest. For the SST data, we utilize the high-resolution product of Reynolds et al. (2007) that blended the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) infrared satellite SST data, the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR) satellite SST data, and in situ temperature data from ships and buoy measurements. The optimally interpolated SST dataset has a spatial grid resolution of 0.25° and a temporal resolution of 1 day and covers the period from September 1981 to December 2016. Notice that this same SST dataset was previously used by FSKA11 in their analysis of the OE variability.

To examine the surface circulation changes, we use the global SSH anomaly dataset compiled by the Space Oceanographic Division of Collecte Localisation Satellites (CLS), Toulouse, France. This dataset merges along-track SSH measurements from all satellite altimeter missions after October 1992 and has a 7-day temporal resolution and a ¼°-longitude Mercator spatial resolution (Ducet et al. 2000). The data period available for this study extends from January 1993 to December 2016.

3. Low-frequency Oyashio and Kuroshio Extension variability

An effective way to extract the low-frequency OE variations is that of FSKA11, who conducted an EOF analysis on the nonseasonal maximum meridional SST gradient (dSST/dy) anomalies associated with the OE SST front as a function of longitude and time. Here, nonseasonal SST anomalies are defined as the SST deviations from the monthly climatology of 1981–2016. In their analysis, FSKA11 selected the longitudinal band of 145°–170°E and found that the action center of the first dSST/dy EOF mode is between 153° and 165°E (see Fig. 3a in FSKA11). To explore the OE variability more comprehensively, we adopt in this study the same approach but choose to perform the EOF analysis by separating the SST gradient signals into the western and eastern regions delineated by 153°E. This separation makes dynamical sense because, as we reviewed in the introduction, the OE west of 153°E is a direct continuation of Oyashio, the western boundary current of the wind-driven North Pacific Subarctic Gyre. In contrast, the OE SST front east of 153°E has influences from both the KE’s quasi-stationary meanders from the southwest and the subarctic circulation from the northwest (cf. Figs. 1a and 1c; Isoguchi et al. 2006).

As shown in Fig. 2a, the action center of the leading mode OE-west variability is centered near 145°E just offshore east of Japan and the mode explains 22.0% of the total variance. Because of the high mesoscale eddy variability to the south of the OE-west front (recall Fig. 1b), the mode-1 PC of the OE-west variability (the thin blue line in Fig. 2b) exhibits large-amplitude intraseasonal fluctuations. Meanwhile, as indicated by the thick blue line, low-frequency modulations are also apparent in Fig. 2b. It is of interest to note that the low-frequency OE-west variability has a close connection to decadally modulated eddy fluctuations in the upstream KE region. Figure 3a shows the time series of the KE pathlength integrated from 141° to 153°E. Here, a large value indicates a convoluted and unstable state of the upstream KE (see, e.g., Fig. 3 in Qiu and Chen 2005). A lead–lag correlation analysis

2 Unless indicated otherwise, all correlation analyses conducted below are based on the low-pass-filtered time series. The correlation’s statistical significance level is based on the degree of freedom estimated from the time series’s decorrelation scale.
between Figs. 3a and 2b indicates that the two time series during their overlapping period have an in-phase correlation coefficient $r = 0.60$ (the solid line in Fig. 3c), which is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. Conceptually, this correlation is easy to comprehend: when the upstream KE becomes unstable with enhanced mesoscale eddy activity, more subtropical-origin warm water is transported northward, resulting in intensification of OE-west offshore of Japan (e.g., Sugimoto et al. 2014; Masunaga et al. 2016). Notice that the upstream KE eddy variability has no concurrent correlation with the eastern OE front variability identified in Fig. 2c (see dashed line in Fig. 3c). The two time series are, however, correlated at a lag of approximately 3 yr, and the reason for this will become evident in section 5.

To relate the OE-east variability to that of the KE, we plot in Fig. 3b the time series of the latitudinal KE position averaged from 140° to 165°E. (Notice that the low-frequency KE position change is zonally coherent; a time series similar to that of Fig. 3b can be obtained if the average is taken from 153° to 165°E.) As indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 3d, the mode-1 PC of OE-east exhibits a favorable, near-in-phase correlation ($r = 0.61$) with the KE position changes. For the OE-west variability, on the other hand, the low-frequency KE position changes show no positive correlations with any lead less than 3 yr (see the solid line in Fig. 3d). Compared with the OE variability west of 153°E, explanation for this connection between the KE position and OE-east variations is less straightforward because it involves not only the KE position variability, but also that of the western subarctic gyre circulation. We will return to examine this connection in section 5 after conducting the upper-ocean temperature budget analysis in the next section.

4. Upper-ocean temperature budget analysis

We have used in the preceding section the meridionally varying maximum $dSST/dy$ as a measure for identifying the low-frequency OE front fluctuations. This measure, however, is not exclusive and represents only one manifestation of the low-frequency OE front fluctuations. Western and eastern OE-index time series similar to those shown in Figs. 2b and 2c, respectively, can be obtained by averaging the SST anomalies along the mean path of the western and eastern OE fronts. To expound on this point, we regress the observed SST anomaly field against the low-pass-filtered PCs of the EOF mode 1 in the western and eastern OE regions, respectively. Figure 4a shows the resultant SST map regressed to the OE-west PC time series. It reveals locally enhanced warm SST anomalies appearing along the east coast of Japan and north of the KE due to enhanced cross-frontal eddy heat transport. Plotting out the SST anomalies
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**Fig. 3.** Time series of (a) the upstream KE pathlength integrated from 141° to 153°E and (b) mean latitudinal KE position averaged from 140° to 165°E. Details about these time series constructions can be found in Qiu and Chen (2005). (c) Lead–lag correlation between the time series shown in (a) and the PC1 time series of Figs. 2b,c. (d) Lead–lag correlation between the time series shown in (b) and the PC1 time series of Figs. 2b,c. In (c) and (d), positive lags indicate the lead by either the time series of (a) or (b).
in the box 36°–43°N, 141°–150°E (see Fig. 4b and the dashed box in Fig. 4a) indicates that the dominant OE-west variability as encapsulated by the mode-1 PC (i.e., Fig. 2b) can be favorably described by the SST changes in this representative box.

Figure 5a shows the corresponding SST map regressed to the mode-1 PC of the OE variability east of 153°E. Not surprisingly, the maximum SST anomalies in this case are confined to the region along and south of OE-east. Similar to the results presented for the OE-west variability, plotting out the SST anomaly time series in the representative box indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 5a reveals that it also exhibits a good correlation with the mode-1 PC for the OE-east variability ($r = 0.72$ between Figs. 5b and 2c).

The results shown in Figs. 4 and 5 suggest an exploration of regional temperature variations can shed light on the OE-west and OE-east variability as described above from the EOF analysis. To pursue this, we follow many previous studies (e.g., Qiu 2000; Vivier et al. 2002; Tomita et al. 2002; Kwon and Deser 2007; Pak et al. 2017) and conduct an upper-ocean temperature budget analysis in the broad region of the western North Pacific Ocean. The governing equation for the upper-ocean temperature can be written as follows:

$$\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = -u \cdot \nabla T + \frac{1}{\rho C_p} \frac{\partial q}{\partial z} + K_h \nabla_h^2 T + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( K_\zeta \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $u = (u, v, w)$ is the three-dimensional velocity vector, $\nabla$ is the three-dimensional gradient operator, $q$ is the heat flux, $\rho$ is the reference seawater density, $C_p$ is the specific heat of seawater, $\nabla_h^2$ is the horizontal Laplacian operator, and $K_h$ and $K_\zeta$ are the horizontal and vertical eddy diffusivity, respectively. To quantify the upper-ocean temperature changes, we use the output of the ECCO2 state estimate, which, as we noted in section 2, is thermodynamically consistent [hence the validity of Eq. (1)]. Notice that the ECCO2 state estimate produces reasonably good thermal structures in the upper...
ocean of our interest. For example, Figs. 4c and 5c show the ECCO2 SST anomalies in the two boxes relevant for the OE-west and OE-east variability, respectively. By comparing to their observed time series shown in Figs. 4b and 5b, it is clear that the ECCO2 output captures the intraseasonal SST anomalies, as well as many of the low-frequency SST changes, which are also captured in the ECCO2 SST anomalies in the two boxes relevant for the OE-west and OE-east variability. The correlation coefficients between the ECCO2 and observed SST time series are \( r = 0.64 \) and \( r = 0.82 \) in the OE-west and OE-east boxes, respectively.

To evaluate the relative importance of various processes contributing to the SST changes, it is useful to integrate Eq. (1) from sea surface down to a fixed depth \( H \) that is deeper than the winter mixed layer and then divide by \( H \):

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \frac{1}{H} \int_{-H}^{0} T \, dz \right) = \frac{1}{H} \int_{-H}^{0} \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla T \, dz + \frac{Q_{\text{net}}}{H} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( C_{\text{p}} T \right)_{-H} + \left( \frac{K_{h}}{H} \int_{-H}^{0} \nabla_{z}^{2} T \, dz - \frac{K_{c}}{H} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( C_{\text{p}} T \right)_{-H} \right),
\]

where \( Q_{\text{net}} \) denotes the net surface heat flux. Physically, the LHS of Eq. (2) indicates the rate of change of averaged temperature in the upper ocean, the first term on the RHS is the advective temperature flux convergence through the upper-ocean water column, the second term on the RHS is the net heat exchange through the sea surface, and the last term in parentheses is the diffusive temperature flux convergence due to subgrid-scale perturbations in the ECCO2 model. In the OE region of our interest, the deepest winter mixed layer depth ranges from 200 to 240 m, and, as such, \( H = 250 \) m is adopted in our analysis below. For brevity, \( T_{250\text{m}} = \int_{-H}^{0} T \, dz / H \) will be used to denote the upper-ocean temperature signals. In the OE-west and OE-east boxes of our interest, the ECCO2 \( T_{250\text{m}} \) and SST anomaly time series have a correlation at 0.77 and 0.72, respectively, and both of these coefficients are significant at the 95% confidence level. Since the diffusive temperature flux convergence cannot be accurately evaluated from the available 3-day ECCO2 product, the last term in Eq. (2) will be calculated as the residue of the three other terms in our following budget analysis.
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4 In addition to its reproducibility of upper-ocean temperature signals, a recent study of ours (Yang et al. 2017, their Fig. 4) has revealed that the ECCO2 state estimate is capable of reproducing the mean advection and time-varying mesoscale eddy modulations in the KE region when compared to the AVISO product.
time-integrated advective flux convergence, and the time-
integrated diffusive flux convergence, respectively. For
the surface heat flux forcing, Fig. 7a reveals a clear spa-
tially coherent pattern with negative correlation values
appearing in the regions north of the KE and along the
path of the OE fronts. Physically, this implies that rather
than being forced by the surface net heat fluxes, the time-
varying $T_{250m}$ acts as a driver determining the local sur-
face heat flux anomalies. Notice that this result based on
the ECCO2 state estimate is consistent with the previous
analysis on the SST and surface heat flux relationship by
Tanimoto et al. (2003). Outside of the OE and its con-
fluence region with the KE, the correlation in Fig. 7a is by
and large positive, indicating the importance of surface
heat flux forcing in driving, at least partially, the low-
frequency changes in $T_{250m}$.

In contrast to the surface heat flux forcing, Fig. 7b
reveals that the advective flux convergence in broad
regions correlates positively with $T_{250m}$, and this is par-
ticularly true in the KE, OE, and their confluence re-
regions. That advection plays an important role in driving
the low-frequency upper-ocean temperature changes in
the OE and KE regions is in agreement with many
previous analysis results (e.g., Qiu 2000; Vivier et al.
2002; Tomita et al. 2002; Kwon and Deser 2007; Pak
et al. 2017). Notice that north of 45°N in the western
subarctic gyre, $T_{250m}$ changes are no longer controlled
by the advective flux convergence forcing. Instead, sur-
face heat fluxes merge as the dominant forcing agent.

In Fig. 7c, we plot the correlation between $T_{250m}$ and
the time-integrated diffusive flux convergence forcing
[evaluated from the residue of the three other terms in
Eq. (2)]. By and large, the correlation value appears
small or negative, indicating the diffusive heat flux
convergence works in general to damp the temperature
anomalies generated by the surface heat flux and ad-
vective flux convergence forcings. That the diffusive flux
convergence term acts to reduce the effect of the two
other forcing terms on the RHS of Eq. (2) is also dis-
cernible in Fig. 8, in which we plot the time series of the
time-integrated temperature budget equations in (a) OE-west box and (b) OE-east box. Blue lines denote $T_{250m}$, red lines denote the time-integrated $Q_{net}$ forcing, green lines denote the time-integrated advective flux convergence, and gray dashed lines denote the time-integrated diffusive flux convergence.

![Fig. 7. Correlation coefficient maps between the upper-ocean temperature $T_{250m}$ and (a) time-integrated $Q_{net}$ forcing, (b) time-integrated advective flux convergence, and (c) time-integrated diffusive flux convergence. Correlation values are averaged in overlapping 4° x 4° boxes, and areas adjacent to land are blanked out. Dashed areas indicate the OE-west and OE-east regions also defined in Figs. 4a and 5a, respectively.](image-url)

![Fig. 8. Time series of time-integrated upper-ocean temperature budget equations in (a) OE-west box and (b) OE-east box. Blue lines denote $T_{250m}$, red lines denote the time-integrated $Q_{net}$ forcing, green lines denote the time-integrated advective flux convergence, and gray dashed lines denote the time-integrated diffusive flux convergence.](image-url)
correlation coefficients between the gray dashed line and sum of the green and red lines in Figs. 8a,b are both 0.88. Consistent with the results presented in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 reveals that rather than the surface heat flux forcing, it is the oceanic processes [i.e., the advective flux convergence (or its sum with the diffusive flux convergence)] that are responsible for the low-frequency $T_{250m}$ changes in the OE-west and OE-east regions.

5. Discussion

The upper-ocean temperature budget analyses above point to the importance of advection in controlling the $T_{250m}$ changes in both the OE-west and OE-east regions. To further clarify the processes underlying the advective flux convergence and relate them to the KE variability, we divide the OE-west and OE-east boxes into two parts. The green curve in Fig. 9a denotes the 0.4-m mean SSH isoline derived by Rio et al. (2011). Since the SSH isolines are equivalent geostrophic streamlines, it is clear from Fig. 9a that this green line serves as a reasonable boundary separating the northern area under the OE influence from the southern area under the KE influence. Not coincidentally, the green curve follows roughly the time-mean OE fronts depicted in Fig. 2a. Based on this dividing line, we separate the advective flux convergence forcing in the OE-west box (green line in Fig. 9b) into its OE versus KE contributions (blue and red lines in Fig. 9b, respectively). Despite the areal coverage by the OE and KE influence being about the same, the total advective flux convergence in the OE-west box is nearly exclusively determined by that under the southern KE influence. In contrast, Fig. 9c reveals that the advective flux convergence in the OE-east box has approximately equal contributions from the OE- and KE-influenced areas.

To gain a better insight into this difference between the OE-west and OE-east boxes, it is instructive to examine the advective processes in further detail. In section 3, we noted that the dominant OE-west variability was possibly related to the upstream KE pathlength variations and hinted at the roles played by the mesoscale eddy modulations. To expound on this hypothesis, we plot in Fig. 10 the regression map of the time series of AVISO-derived surface eddy kinetic energy (EKE), given by

$$EKE = \frac{1}{2}(u_g^2 + v_g^2) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left( -\frac{g}{f} \frac{\partial h'}{\partial y} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{g}{f} \frac{\partial h'}{\partial x} \right)^2 \right],$$

onto the OE-west mode-1 PC, where $f$ is the Coriolis parameter, $g$ the gravitational constant, and $h'$ the SSH anomaly from AVISO, respectively. The highest regression value in Fig. 10 is detected in the upstream KE region, and a positive regression band with progressively decreasing amplitude is found to spread northward off the east coast of Japan. This regression pattern supports the hypothesis put forth in section 3 and the
advective flux convergence analysis result of Fig. 9b; namely, 1) the OE-west variability is primarily induced by the advective flux convergence in the southern KE area, and 2) the source responsible for the time-varying advection is the mesoscale eddy modulations associated with the KE dynamical state.

With respect to the dominant OE variability east of 153°E, we noted in section 3 that the OE-east mode-1 PC had a favorable correlation with the mean position changes of the KE jet from 140° to 165°E. To relate this result to the advective flux convergence analysis shown in Fig. 9c, we plot in Fig. 11 the regression map of the time series of the AVISO-derived surface circulation intensity changes, given by

$$I = \mathbf{u}' \cdot \frac{\mathbf{u}_g}{|\mathbf{u}_g|},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)  

onto the OE-east mode-1 PC, where \(\mathbf{u}' = (u'_x, v'_y)\) is the time-varying surface geostrophic flow vector and \(\mathbf{u}_g\), its time-mean vector from Rio et al. (2011). A positive \(I\) in Eq. (4) indicates a strengthened surface flow projected to the time-mean surface circulation. Unlike the regression map of Fig. 10, two high positive regression bands exist in Fig. 11 surrounding the OE-east box: one band appears along the northern edge of the KE jet along 36°–39°N east of Japan. Since the regression values immediately south of this band are negative, this suggests that the OE-east variability is in part associated with the coherent meridional shift of the KE jet from 140° to beyond 160°E. While coherent in its zonal extent, the regression map in Fig. 11 reveals that it is the upstream KE position fluctuations west of 153°E that are most effective in generating the OE-east advective flux convergence changes shown by the red line in Fig. 9c. Indeed, plotting out the time series of \(I\) averaged in the area of 36°–39°N, 141°–155°E (Fig. 12a) reveals that it is closely related to the zonal-mean KE position changes shown in Fig. 3b (the two time series have a correlation coefficient \(r = 0.75\)). A northward shift by the KE jet works to carry warmer subtropical-origin water into the OE-east box, intensifying the OE front east of 153°E.

The other high positive regression band in Fig. 11 exists in the northern periphery of the OE-east box. Despite residing inside the western subarctic gyre, the upper-ocean circulation changes averaged in this peripheral area north of OE-east (i.e., 42°–47°N, 152°–161°E) exhibit decadal fluctuations similar to the KE position changes in the subtropical gyre (cf. Figs. 12a and 12b). Geographically, this high regression peripheral area corresponds favorably with the OE front dubbed J1 by Isoguchi et al. (2006, their Fig. 11b) and quasi-stationary jet (QSJ) by Wagawa et al. (2014). In both of these studies, the authors have found that low-frequency J1 or QSJ variability is correlated to the upstream KE position changes, a result consistent with our findings in Fig. 12.

To clarify the causes responsible for the circulation changes north of OE-east, we plot in Fig. 13 the SSH anomaly field regressed to the time series of Fig. 12b at different lead times. At zero lead time, Fig. 13a reveals the northeast–southwest-tilted SSH anomaly patterns that are characteristic of the wind-forced SSH changes via latitude-dependent Rossby wave adjustment (e.g., Qiu 2003). Inside the northern OE-east periphery denoted by the dashed box, the SSH anomalies are positive and negative in the southeast and northwest corners, respectively, reflecting the enhanced upper-ocean circulation along OE-east. As the lead time increases from 1 to 4 yr, it can be seen in Figs. 13b–e that both the
positive and negative SSH anomalies in the dashed box in Fig. 13a shift progressively eastward. The positive SSH anomaly, for example, is located near the date line when the lead time is 4 yr, indicating that the westward-propagating speed in the 42°–47°N band is about 0.015 m s\(^{-1}\). This speed agrees with the long baroclinic Rossby wave phase velocity detected previously for the western subarctic gyre (e.g., Qiu 2003, his Fig. 7). At the lead time of 5 yr, Fig. 13f exhibits a broadscale SSH anomaly pattern that is nearly identical, but with reversed signs, to that shown in Fig. 13a. The regression results shown in Fig. 13 clearly highlight the dominance of the decadal wind-forced SSH fluctuations and their adjustment through baroclinic Rossby waves in the North Pacific basin.

It is relevant to ask why the two processes contributing to the OE-east variability, one being part of the subtropical circulation and the other part of the subarctic circulation, should have in-phase decadal fluctuations as identified in Fig. 12. To answer this question, it is important to emphasize that the upper-ocean circulation variability related to the KE position changes (Figs. 12a or 3b) is caused by the wind-forced SSH anomalies in the KE’s southern recirculation gyre band of 32°–34°N (e.g., Qiu and Chen 2005). Along this latitude, baroclinic Rossby wave speed is 0.038 m s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 7 in Qiu 2003), more than twice that along the 42°–47°N band relevant for the SSH anomalies in the northern periphery of OE-east. As demonstrated in Figs. 13af, SSH anomalies forced by the decadal storm-track variability are commonly initiated around 160°W in the eastern North Pacific basin and tend to have opposite signs north and south of 40°N (Di Lorenzo et al. 2008). Along 32°–34°N for the KE southern recirculation gyre, it takes \(T = 5074 \text{ km} (0.038 \text{ m s}^{-1})^{-1} = 4.2 \text{ yr}\) for the wind-induced SSH anomalies at 160°W to reach 155°E; along 42°–47°N just north of OE-east, this transit time increases to \(T = 4315 \text{ km} (0.015 \text{ m s}^{-1})^{-1} = 9.1 \text{ yr}\). It is this slower adjustment of the SSH anomalies along the northern OE-east periphery by about half of a decadal cycle that causes the in-phase contributions to OE-east by the two processes shown in Fig. 12.
Finally, we comment on the lack of contemporaneous correlation between the leading EOF mode-1 PCs in the OE-west and OE-east regions. Dynamically, this is related to the lack of contemporaneous correlation between the level of eddy variability in the upstream KE and the position changes of the KE (recall Figs. 3a,b). While the decadal KE variability is known to be generated by wind stress curl forcing across the North Pacific basin, manifestation of this variability has subtle phase lags among different properties of the KE system. When the wind-forced, positive SSH anomalies propagate into the KE along 32°–34°N, they work to strengthen the southern recirculation gyre, driving the KE position northward. As detailed in Qiu and Chen (2010, their Fig. 7), this allows the deep-reaching KE jet to flow past a deep passage north of the Shatsky Rise and reduces the mesoscale perturbations generated by KE’s interaction with the Shatsky Rise. With an adjustment delay, this brings about the stability in the upstream KE jet. When the wind-forced, negative SSH anomalies propagate into the KE, on the other hand, the southern recirculation gyre is weakened and the KE position retreats southward. This forces the KE jet to flow over the shallow Shatsky Rise near 159°E, generating mesoscale perturbations that destabilize the upstream KE with delay. The time series in Fig. 3 reveals that the observed delay is about 2.5 yr, or a quarter of the decadal cycle, and it is this phase delay between the KE’s position and eddy energy level changes that is the cause behind the lack of contemporaneous correlation between the decadal OE variability east versus west of 153°E.

6. Summary

The observed decadal variability in the Kuroshio and Oyashio Extensions has multifaceted manifestations. Rather than exploring them individually, the objectives of our present study are to explore the various aspects of the OE and KE variations in a dynamically interlinked way. A significant amount of the decadal OE and KE variations detected in the past three decades are initiated by large-scale wind stress curl forcing that has its action center over the midlatitude eastern North Pacific. In the past three decades, this remote wind stress curl forcing has a predominant decadal time scale and tends to generate oppositely signed SSH anomalies north and south of 40°N in the eastern North Pacific basin. After propagating westward and passing 165°E, these wind-forced, dipolar SSH anomalies generate responses of the KE and OE in a connected and reinforcing way.

The KE and OE responses when the wind-forced SSH anomalies are positive south, and negative north, of 40°N in the eastern North Pacific can be summarized as follows (the opposite responses are generated when the wind-forced SSH anomaly signs reverse). Following a 4-yr westward propagation, the positive SSH anomalies south of 40°N reach the KE and modify it by strengthening its southern recirculation gyre and shifting its axis northward. In this northerly shifted position, the KE jet is enabled to traverse the prominent Shatsky Rise through a deep passage, reducing the topographically induced eddy perturbations near 159°E. With an adjustment delay of approximately 2.5 yr, the reduced eddy perturbations lower the eddy variability level in the upstream KE region of 141°–153°E. These KE changes impact the neighboring OE in two distinct ways. First, the stabilized upstream KE jet transports less warm waters poleward, and this works to weaken the western OE front existing immediately east of Japan. The northerly shifted KE jet, on the other hand, enhances warm water advection into the OE-east region and contributes to the enhancement of the eastern OE front in between 153° and 165°E. It is important to emphasize that this KE-induced enhancement of the eastern OE front is reinforced by the arrival of westward-propagating positive SSH anomalies induced by the wind stress curl forcing north of 40°N that existed half of a decadal cycle ago. Physically, this reinforcement occurs because the SSH anomalies have a slower propagation speed along the OE latitude and it takes about nine years, or half of a decadal cycle longer, to reach the OE-east region.

The interlinked OE and KE variations identified in this study have important implications. As a result of the 2.5-yr adjustment delay in the changes of the upstream KE eddy variability behind those of the KE position, the decadal eastern and western OE front variability exhibits little contemporaneous correlations. This points to the need to separate the two OE fronts in describing and understanding the long-term OE variations. With regard to the eastern OE front, its variability identified in our study is consistent with the OE index put forth by FSKA11. In FSKA11 and many other studies reviewed in the introduction, the eastern OE front variability has been shown to play an important role in affecting the large-scale tropospheric circulation across the midlatitude North Pacific basin. In our analyses, we have attributed the OE-east variability to the in-phase reinforcement from the wind-forced KE and OE variations. With the 5-yr time difference between the wind-forced SSH signals reaching the OE-east region along the KE and OE latitudes, the maximum reinforcement occurs if the wind stress curl forcing has a decadal period; in other words, wind forcings with all other periods would result in a suboptimal reinforcement. Given the ocean–atmosphere feedback relating to the OE-east variability, could the
predominance of the decadal wind stress curl forcing in the recent three decades be a consequence of this optimal reinforcement? Of course, the 5-yr time difference between the wind-forced KE and OE responses in the OE-east depends critically on the spatial structure of the basinwide wind forcing. Has the interlinked OE and KE variability changed over the longer time scales relating to the climate regime shifts of the Pacific Ocean (e.g., Minobe 1997; Qiu et al. 2016)? These are some of the outstanding questions regarding the North Pacific climate variability and midlatitude ocean–atmosphere interaction that need to be addressed in future studies.
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